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Main Features of the integration

TECHNOLOGY PARTNER

• Wavestore and Fortecho together provide a best-in-
breed solution for video, data and asset management

• Add video to RFID events and benefit from real-time, on 
alarm and easily searchable post-event viewing

• Easily search for events from any keyword, such as
‘asset name’ or any other database credentials, and
instantly bring up video and backup using Wavestore’s
3-click evidential export function from associated
cameras

• View video of events in real time, such as ‘asset touched’ 
or ‘asset  moved’

• One screen, total control – Just one operator screen
to seamlessly manage events from CCTV, asset
management and other integrated technology

• Wavestore is compatible with a host of other best-in-
breed third-party equipment allowing flexible camera
choice in a range of technology (HD, 360°, thermal), for
example, as well as other technology such as Access
Control and video analytics.

The integration

Server side

Wavestore’s VMS perfectly complements Fortecho 
Aspects ARTS. The integration allows cameras to 
automatically move, zoom in and focus on the location 
the moment an asset is touched with pre-event footage 
automatically displayed to give a complete picture of 
how the event unfolded. Simultaneously, footage of the 
event can be sent to key personnel while details of the 

alarm and asset in question is overlaid onto the CCTV 
footage in the control room in real time. Importantly, 
the whole process is controlled by the Wavestore and 
Fortecho software providing an extremely robust and 
reliable solution that does not require any additional 
hardware.

The Wavestore VMS can be installed on Wavestore’s 
own range of servers, or on a host of compatible third 
party brands, providing video, data and recording 
management across the end-customer site. The 
Foretecho Aspects ARTS server provides full RFID 
enrolment, administration, control and management 
across the end-customer site.

On event, data from the Fortecho server is sent to, 
stored in, and accessed from the Wavestore ‘metadata 
database’, which is an option you must include when 
specifying your Wavestore VMS edition.



Client side
Wavestore’s ‘WaveView’ client software application can 
be installed on multiple client machines to access the 
Wavestore server(s). WaveView provides complete live 
monitoring and playback control of cameras and other 
devices as well as enabling data from the Foretecho system 
to be monitored and controlled from the same screen.This 
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allows an operator to view live video, search for events – such 
as tampering or movement of assets - or manage triggers 
linked from events either in real time as they happen or via 
post-event interrogation. Operators are then able to easily 
stitch together video from time-synchronised events using 
Wavestore’s 3-click evidential export function.

Wavestore’s VMS allows other technologies to be 
integrated into the system, such as Access Control 
around the site for staff or facial recognition systems for 
identifying persons of interest, such as pickpockets in 
a building that is open to the public – this information 
can even be shared across numerous sites if authorised. 

These additional integration possibilities are completely 
scalable and future proof meaning that the system can grow 
into the future to protect initial investment.

Part of a wider, fully scalable  solution



For further information, please visit the ‘Technology Partner’ section of Wavestore.com

About Fortecho
Fortecho Technology is an international RFID 
solution provider with a focus on wireless art 
protection solutions. Hundreds of museums, national 
galleries and private collections rely on its Fortecho 
Aspects ARTS system to monitor for theft, damage and 
climate change in real time. Designed to fully integrate 
with security management, intruder detection, TETRA 
radio and CCTV systems, the Fortecho solution runs 
24/7 – even during “visitor hours” when traditional 
security systems are de-activated. 

WEBSITE:  
isisasset.com

CONTACT:  

info@isis.co.uk 

About Wavestore
Wavestore’s truly independent open platform Video 
Management Software (VMS) enables users to achieve 
maximum return on investment from their security 
solution by unlocking its full potential. 

Sitting at the very heart of a security system, Wavestore 
combines powerful ‘any source’ video, audio and recording 
management with deep integration across multiple 
technologies from a wide range of third-party technology 
providers. These include camera, video analytics, access 
control, storage and sensors from leading providers, 
making it possible for users to effortlessly operate, monitor, 
control and manage a best-in-breed total security solution 
– all from a single screen.

WEBSITE:  
wavestore.com

CONTACT:  
info@wavestore.com 

Head Office
Wavestore Global Ltd, 
Boundary House
Cricket Field Road
Uxbridge. UB8 1QG. UK

Phone:          Email:  Visit: 
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